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I didn't hear that mod was abandoned! I thought they were working on N7 missions! I've been waiting for this! Anyway, EGM, as mentioned in the thread before, has the feature of you being able to have previous squadmates unavailable in ME3, but temporarily. But don't go on a mission for two of them. 1 in the squadmates game is a must. It has all sectors,
regions and star systems from all 3 games trilogy. But they won't be empty. A few extra, actually fun side quests are added, which has good rewards if you complete it. Perhaps the best and most impactful of them in history are the evacuation of Thessia, and the attack on Minuteman Station, both of which are available after Thessia and are designed to
complete before Kronos.You can customize the heck out of Normandy, but just to make its interior look better, it won't have much of an impact on gameplay or history. You can add a training ground in the cargo hold, several fancy vehicles and space combat weapons to display, etc. you can also choose from a variety of NPCs to come and work in
Normandy. It's just a fun addition though, doing nothing anymore. Additional outfits also feature. I'm sorry if it sounds like I'm advertising EGM, but it's only one of the best mods ever for any video game. I enjoyed a lot from it, had a fresh experience and recommend it to every ME fan. The Advanced Galaxy Mod is designed to improve and expand Mass Effect
3 to give players the ability to create a more user-generated experience and improve the exciting atmosphere of being a small but vital part of a huge war. Some of the hundreds of modifications, restorations and additions: Additional weapons and armor 4 new guns, 21 new armor sets, including N7 kits from Multiplayer. Installing cybernetics with powerful
bonuses that give new tactical capabilities in shootouts. Custom Normandy Select Senior Crew Members, Recruit Extra Medics, Engineers, Marines and others, all with unique bonuses from the brand new GUI command console. Upgrade Normandy engines, scanners and other improvements, all having a real-time impact on the gameplay. Customize the
look of the ship with different weapons systems, 8 new vehicles to transport and ... SHOOTING RANGE on cargo deck. An improved map of the Galaxy Open map covering the entire galaxy in the series. Decide where to go, what to open. Experience new video and audio content while traveling. See how the war unfolds all over the map, and find new assets
on the war front. New missions and assignments for new N7 missions (currently under construction) and 17 new missions. Make a sample or renegade choice, decide whether to risk on your own for possible benefits in war and find unique with special shops. The atmosphere of war puts Normandy in context as part of a larger conflict. Revised War War A
system that sees your troops gain and lose power as the war unfolds. AIS notifications and reports on battles, losses and profits. Set up Preset fashion settings when DLC and basic missions unlock so no emails/magazines sitting there select the video relay. Full information about this fashion can be found on the NexusMods page! Download this mod hosted
on NexusMods. To install with Mod Manager, make sure you download the Mod Manager version. Gameplay Fashion Info Advanced Galaxy Mod modfies the following game files: BASEGAME (adds several Exec files to deacons) CUSTOMDLC (Adds DLC_MOD_EGM, Extra DLC_MOD_EGM_Patch, DLC_MOD_EGM_Squad) Known Problems Known
Problems can be found on the NexusMods page. The Advanced Galaxy Mod is a game mod developed by Kinkojiro and several other modders for Mass Effect 3, which adds and rebuilds many aspects of the game, through new gaming assets, missions and more. MOD fully updates the search and rescue system - not only is each system visited in Mass
Effect and Mass Effect 2 being revised on the Galaxy map, but many of them have new military assets, items, intelligence, and more that can be obtained for use on board Normandy or during missions. Normandy itself has significantly revised, and adds a new Crew Manifest mechanic that allows you to recruit professionals who will offer character bonuses -
as well as the ability to bring back any of the other professionals from the previous game as squadmates on certain missions. New armor and weapons (including N7 armor from multiplayer mode) can be bought or retrieved through the Galaxy Map. Additional missions and assignments have also been added, including massive rescue missions set up during
the evacuation of Thessia. More recent versions of the mod also pack in the EGM Squadmate Pack, which expand the number of missions ME2 squadmates can be attracted to, as well as add a set of alternative performances for them and Tali.Several modules have also been co-designed by the team behind the EGM, and require that it function, including:
Alliance Warpack, which gives extra armor to Virmire Survivor, James, and EDI (effectively the second alternative appearance pack); Ark Mod, which adds new environmental hazards to the existing N7 eponymous maps, as well as a new mission on the moon Palaven (featuring the entire list of squadmates!); Miranda Maude, who adds Miranda Lawson as
executive director/squadmate for the final missions of the game, along with an additional set of terminal missions, bonus war assets to a new love scene if romanced; Omega Hub, which allows the player to return to Omega and see new encounters, buy new weapons/armor and more if omega DLC is completed; Earth Overhaul Mod, a large-scale reworking
of the ultimate mission that restores the contents of the incision, shows the impact of decisions made throughout the game, greatly expands the expands and adds new developments and temporary teammates; Spectre Expansion Mod, which adds additional star systems, military assets, Spectre authorization messages, emails and side versions, is available
for download on NexusMods. 100% Completion: Some of the new achievements revolve around this, including the acquisition of each option of tweaking Shuttle Bay's game, as well as whether each main and lateral mission in both previous games has been completed. Adaptation of Badass: If Sidonis was spared in the previous game, the email (which is
given as part of the Veterans vs. Criminals appointment) mentions that he leads a group of Turian veterans behind the front lines to fight the Reapers. Adaptation Expansion: Several game events have been greatly expanded, including events centering around Thessia. In addition, all multiplayer elements (including N7 Special Forces and Awakened
Collectors) and Canon immigrant characters like Tazzik from Mass Effect: Atonement are brought into the fold. Ammunition Backpack: A new backpack MOHLE backpack piece that gives you extra grenades and ammunition by increasing your encumbrance. And your clothing award: If Virmire Survivor became a ghost and survived the events of the Cerberus
coup, the Council will deliver a free set of Spectre armor and a new pistol (assault rifle M-57 Gladius) to Shepard in the office of Spectre Requisitions aboard the Citadel. It is likely that this armor will be generally weaker than any other player, making it a more cosmetic choice than anything else. And your reward is internal decoration: scanning some planets
across the galaxy will net you extra furs and vehicles that can be shown in the shuttle bay. The captain's cabin is expanded with additional items that can be collected and displayed. Aside from the save bonuses (your N7 and Prothean Sphere helmet will automatically appear if you imported a file routed through both previous games), you can purchase
exclusive imported models of ships such as Mako and Hammerhead, and catch a copy of Fornax for display on your nightstand. If Miranda Mod is installed, you can get a model of the Cerberus ship based on your success in the related terminal missions in the war room. The interior designer is you: shuttle coves can be customized in different ways. Aside
from the arsenal, which is automatically updated as you find new weapons and displays it, the bay can insert several variants of unique furs and vehicles, as well as a set of Javelin missiles after the associated update is unlocked. By the time you reach the final mission, you may even have a whole platoon of soldiers on hand who will greet Shepard as the
c/he passes by. Arbitrary staff limit: Completely in Ark Mod, which challenges Shepard and his entire team with holding the line line waves of reapers on the moon Mene. Much like the DLC Citadel, the player will command the active side, but the rest of the team will act independently, using weapons previously selected for them through a squad selection.
Bag spills: Noticeably prevented if the save is imported. After leaving Mars, the player will receive several letters letting them know that their cabin items (which do not usually appear in the retail game) have been stored and deposited, while Normandy has been in alliance prison, and that they have been returned to their original location. This includes the N7
helmet (from Normandy Crash Site DLC) and Prothean Sphere (from Firewalker DLC) as from Mass Effect 2. In addition, the weapons that the player had in the previous game are stored in a weapons chest in Shuttle Bay for the first few missions. Picking them up gives you a Level V version of this weapon, before and including some powerful end-of-game
weapons like Geth Pulse rifle. Book-ends: With the previous game, on the way. The second mission 2 has Shepard visiting Minuteman Station, where c/he first meets an illusory man and receives a Normandy SR-2. The final destination is in vogue (given just before the attack on Cerberus headquarters) tasks you with the search and raider capture of the
station. Your choice throughout the trilogy affects the overall success of the assault, and the best result grids you extra Normandy class frigates, resources and more. Boasting right Reward: If krogan helped all throughout all previous games and the genophase arc completed in optimal fashion (genophag cure, Rex and Bachar alive, Grunt loyalty mission was
made in 2, etc.), the player will receive an achievement and a letter from Wrex, which sends on tomic they used during Priority: Tankauch as a gift of friendship. The vehicle can then be displayed in the cargo hold. Completing the evacuation of Thessia in a certain way the Shepard network is one of the Asari (Talon) guns that were seen in the previous main
mission (Priority: Thessia). Like Tomka, it can be displayed in the cargo hold. The Cerberus Cruiser model is given as a reward for completing Miranda's terminal sidequests in a certain order in Miranda Maude. Brick joke: If Jack and the students were rescued from Grissom Academy, Mission Ends Jack offers to give students the tattoo of his choice for free.
If you walk around Normandy right after this mission, you will find students in one of the halls on the crew deck ... along with Jack, using her omni-tool to corrode the tattoo on Rodriguez's shoulder. Picking up Spectra's armor in the Spectra Requisition Office after the Cerberus coup, Shepard sarcastically proclaims, This is my favorite store on the Citadel.
Reading enough Questions Fornax in Shepard's cabin ended up net you a letter from EDI, which notify of your habit and says she has taken the liberty of buying a year-old subscription for you. Bus is back: One of the main mod draws (assuming you have a Citadel DLC) is the ability to take any of the ME2 squadmates (who usually can't be recruited to ship
in the base game) on certain missions like non-crew specialists. This includes Jack, Jacob, Saeed, Samara, Kasumi, Grunt, and Aria (the latter of which requires Omega DLC). You'll send Shepard an email to Shepard if he is spared during Garrus' loyalty mission in 2. He is later included in Veterans against The Criminals, where Shepard must choose which
of the two groups to rescue before the Reapers kill them. Admirals Ahern (from ME1 Pinnacle DLC station) and Mihajlovic return when the parties call a meeting shortly before the evacuation of Psi. Depending on whether you have performed the quarian pilgrimage for Kenna on Omega (in 2) and resolved the Goth-Cuarian conflict in 3 with Tali Alive, Kenn
may be recruited to Normandy as a specialist who provides an exclusive renewal of the ship. With Maud Miranda (who requires EGM to function and was co-designed by the same author), Miranda will return to Normandy, provided she has survived the event Priority: Horizon. Completing it connected the terminal mission chain in a certain way also network
you Corporal Toombs from ME1. Provided that they survived their missions in the third game, Jacob, Zaid, Grant and Kirrahe can join the party in the Priority Earth Overhaul Mod for the final stages of the Conduit attack as temporary squad mates, using the unused combat dialogue recorded for the mission. It is noteworthy that the voice of actor Kirraha
returned to voice new lines for the character! Bus Crash: In the N7: Cerberus Lab mission, the player can find a new terminal that displays a report mentioning how Mess-Sgt. Gardner (from 2 if he was rescued at the end of this game) was caught, interrogated and processed. As a rule, the character in question is absent in 3 and not even mentioned. Reading
this terminal makes Shepard comment that this is another thing Cerberus will pay for. Canon Immigrants: Rescue Shadow Broker wet squad nets a new group of NPCs that will hang out at shuttle bay until you return to the Citadel - including giant Salarian hitman Tazzik, who has only appeared up to this point in Mass Effect: Atonement comic tie-up for 2.
One planet also reintegrates the Collector's forces, initially present only in multiplayer mode. Recruiting them as military assets (using Javik or other means) nets the player's collection of collectible weapons as well as from said multiplayer mode. Miranda Maude also does it for Randall Ezno of Mass Effect: Infiltrator, who be hired as a member of Miranda's
team of defectors. Ghost Ghost MAU adds a tie-in text storyline based on The Ghosts of Antilin, a race of virtual aliens who are said to have encountered salarians in the Cerberus Daily News post, part tie in the marketing used for the third game. The storyline itself begins when the player can access the computer on Sur'Kesh, which gives details of their
whereabouts. Ark Mod, a communications module that was originally planned as a series of missions integrated into the Advanced Galaxy Mod, begins with a mission that takes place on Palaven's moon - and gives the player the opportunity to find and rescue ND1 Nomad, with a notepad explaining why it ended up on the planet. Chain deals: The dealer's
side comes down to this - he plans to run into the unknown part, and gives Shepard the opportunity to either purchase a number of rare and valuable items (including Black Widow, Geth Spitfire, several unique sets of armor and trinkets) for credits - or, if the player completes the Fetch quest, they can turn into each item for free choice. Chekhov's shooter: If
the DLC From the Ashes belongs and Javits is recruited, the player may invite him to negotiate with a group of awakened collectors in one of the systems. This allows them to be recruited as a military asset. In the Priority Fashion of The Land Overhaul, Rahni appears to help Shepard at some point during the No Man's Land sequence if the queen of Rahnie
was rescued by Arre. If the player helped Kenn (Cuarian in his Pilgrimage) with his side at Omega during the second game, and if Tali is alive at the end of Priority: Doug Rannach at 3, Kenn can be hired as an exclusive ship specialist who willingly decides to help the Normandy crew. Recruiting Kenn gives an exclusive update that depends on his presence,
and allows Normandy to eke out extra speed on the map of the Galaxy (and is the life savior during the Mission Evacuation of Ecia). Provided that the player spoke to him completely at Sur'Kesh, and he survived through the event Priority: Citadel II, Major Kirrahe will join Shepard's party as a temporary companion during the No Man's Land/Hold The Line
sequence in the Priority Mod overhaul of the Earth. Team roster: While the base game has a clearly defined team structure, the mod gives the player the flexibility to delegate squadmates or Normandy staff to specific positions, which provides gameplay benefits (before and including health/bonuses for Shepard, and/or additional upgrades for the ship)
depending on who is selected. Day in limelight: Used as part of text adventures added by fashion. At one point, Normandy's medical staff writes an additional journal after Shepard passed out on Ilos (when the technology eventually becomes a Protean implant) was extracted. то время как более позже боковая миссия миссия The station is written from the
perspective of random Alliance Marines raiding the station using EDI (with variations based on previous elections). Disc-One Nuke: The Black Widow Sniper Rifle (part of a teaser gear that is sold in the Spectre Requisitions Office and usually costs 250,000 credits, which the player probably won't have until much later in the game) can be purchased for one-
tenth of the price very early by visiting the dealer's store and selecting it as one of the gifts he allows to choose from. This gives you one of the most powerful sniper rifles in the game (DLC or otherwise) from the get go. Because of his already powerful status in the DLC Citadel, Rex can be used as a teammate for missions prior to priority: Tuchanka begins.
He has the potential to solo most enemies (before and including Harvest and Banshees), depending on how his abilities are upgraded, making the mission he can be used on the cakewalk. Weapon Old Save Bonus (supplied if you imported save from 2) functionally turn 3 into your new game mode... without scaling the enemy, which usually happens. As a
result, the presence of a boat with A-level V weapons at the very beginning of the game greatly simplifies enemy collisions for the first third of the story, And nothing prevents the player from immediately rearranging it on the Level X version. Doomed hometown: Beckenstein, from whom Diana Alers is born. Regardless of the player's choice during the
Bekenstein Assisngment (where Shepard must choose whether to force a contract to produce weapons for military action), the planet rug bombed into oblivion shortly before the endgame. Suicide: If Normandy finds and rescues MSV Strontium Mule while performing her mission, the captain of this ship kills himself out of guilt for allying with Cerberus and
inciting a coup in the Citadel. Dummied Out: Earlier versions of the mod allowed the player to return via the Omega 4 Relay, thus similar to the rejected concept from 3 (which would allow the player to return through after the omega recapture). The finished version of the mod removes the ability to access the relay and changes the place where you can get the
collector's weapon to another planet. Trying to get through the relay triggers a pop-up message, suggesting that the crew would rather not relive the experience again. Access to Cybernetic Implant/Bonus Power Terminal aboard Normandy after The Omega MOC is completed to get the powers of Bray, Bray, Batarian siloviki who helps Shepard and Aria
during DLC. This suggests that Bray should have been used as a fit-for-use teammate, but was never fully implemented. Easter Egg: Morlan's Lombard Shop, which returns from the 2 as a terminal that can be accessed by a soldier on the crew deck, and allows you to buy in-universe versions of Mass Effect novels (e.g. Ascension and Deception, which
appear as their own code records). The video Cooking with zaid can be bought at the Morlan's Shop terminal in Normandy and played in Shuttle Bay. As part of the later assembly of the Priority Earth Overhaul Mod tie-in module, going down the non-fit corridor during the No Man's Land sequence will cause a voice to scream: And his name is John CENA!!!,
before a pair of Brutes broke through the wall and attack the player and their squadmates. Fetch quest: The dealer shop (a new vendor added to the Galaxy Map) has a store owner who challenges you with restoring several relics hidden on planets across the galaxy, in exchange for a selection of free items from his stock. Depending on how the priority:
Rannkh has been completed, scanning of some planets will begin to sidequest to find and recover several Geth deliveries of caches scattered throughout the system. Collect all these updates Geth War Assets. Flashback: Visiting certain story planets from previous games (such as Virmire or Ilos) grid you have memories of what happened in these games,
complete with a variation on which crew member you donated to Virmire's ME1. Golden Way: Four achievements require to demonstrate unwavering loyalty to one of several factions. A true friend demands that the player help Krogan in the most appropriate way throughout the trilogy (and then grid Shepard's exclusive Tomka for display in Shuttle Bay).
Deadly dating suggests the opposite: do your best to win throughout the series. The achievements of True Blue and Three-Headed Dog require that the player be loyal to the Alliance or Cerberus, respectively, throughout the trilogy. Gotta Catch them all: Several collectibles are added to the mod and scattered throughout the Galaxy map. Several different
shuttles and small vessels can be purchased from certain merchants (such as a dealer ship) or detected by scanning planets, and can be shown in Shuttle Bay. There's even an achievement (Gaz Guzzler) to collect all possible vehicles and ships. In addition, several variants of YMIR Mech (including models with colors Alliance, CAT-6 and Triton) can be
saved or bought and displayed in the bay. Shuttle Bay also adds an arsenal that is automatically updated to display all the weapons you have collected through your passage. Implants a set of cybernetic updates that can be cleared of planets and provide a variety of bonus sets (with their own flaws) for Shepard. The additional Spectre Expansion module
adds a number of star maps that can be bought from the Citadel that open up new galaxies to explore and additional military assets to collect. Grey-grey morality: Evacuation of Thessia mission is initiated through the Shepard conference with Admirals Ahern and Mihajlovic (from the first game). Ahern wants to save as many people as possible from Vestia,
while Mihajlovic advocates leaving them to their fate. Both men make enough strong arguments for each case, but no matter which option is chosen, not everything on Thessia makes it alive. Guest-Star Party member: If he is alive, Rex can be taken together as a squad mate in several missions during his stay in Normandy (from Priority: Sur'Kesh to Priority:
Tuchanka). Given his damage protection and a set of abilities that are usually only found in the DLC Citadel, he can depart as a Disc-One Nuke, since he is capable of soloing most enemies unaided. Dang It!Guide: Getting all unlockable vehicles that can be displayed in Shuttle Bay. While most of them are purchased through Alliance stores or black market
sources, getting Tomkah (from Priority: Tuchanka) requires you to finish the krogan storyline in all three games in the most appropriate way - launching a new game automatically blocks the player from receiving it. Conversely, Talon Gunship can only be purchased during Thessia Evacuation Destination, which requires the selection of certain clusters of
evacuees in a particular order, which is still not fully known to all players. Evacuating Thessia itself as a mod requires players to think on their feet and make quick decisions based on the most pressing needs (not helped by the fact that the game repeatedly forces you into a sadistic choice about whether to save civilians or military assets). Aside from
experimenting with the player, there is no true guide or step-by-step guide - after all, mod even states that you can't save everyone. The consensus is that the best results are usually achieved by committing only one fleet for rescue, and ensuring that Normandy acquires all possible ship upgrades. Harder than hard: Event Extinction mode difficulty, unlocked
through the menu options for fashion, makes it in such a way that the value of military assets drops dramatically, to the point that if you are not smashed savefile through all the games and chose the most suitable solutions, it is functionally impossible to reach the best endings. Knowing when to fold 'em: Attempting any kind of scan in a local cluster (where
Earth and Mars are located) triggers several alarms, Sound and EDI repeatedly warning you that the reapers are coming and you have to run as fast as possible, while the horde of them begin to close to close on all sides of the local map. Letting her hair down: Tali's alternative outfit from the EGM Squadmate Pack has her wearing a hood down that displays
her entire helmet and is more casual in nature. Loads and loads of characters: Depending on how many side missions/search and rescue ops completed, several groups of individuals will spend a short amount of time hanging on Normandy, including Jack and students from Grissom Academy, Liara's Broker Shadow Wet Squad, Legion, Horde Geth Primes,
and others. Not to mention some of the swarms of guards that appear whenever dignitaries are on board the ship (Rex's Krogan guards, Turian guards for Primarch Victus and the kovarian guards of Admirals Xen and Raan). Depending on your installation crew, you can attract additional staff as permanent fixtures in Normandy, including a chef or bartender,
two additional nurses, two additional engineers and more marine guards, before and including the entire platoon located in Shuttle Bay. Lower Deck Episode: Search for Prothean Implants by Ilos triggers a report that will be displayed, written from the perspective of Normandy's chief medical officer because of Shepard getting a Protean vision and falling
unconscious. Minuteman Station is also an example of this, since the mission consists of a comm chatter between the Alliance Marines when they storm the station, potentially using EDI. Monty Haul: The dealer, who is on an unspoded planet, has a wide selection of weapons, armor and other properties for the player to buy - and if you don't feel like wasting
a loan, all you have to do is complete a few short quests to bring. Minuteman station, provided that you have completed all the necessary games in the right shape. The player nets boatload credits and several military assets, including several Normandy class frigates. Nerf: Typically, the value of military assets have been changed to make getting better
endings more difficult to achieve. This forces the player to rely on saving military assets with as many planets as possible to make up the difference. The value of the N7 multiplayer assets being promoted in one player has been changed from 75 per unit (in vanilla) to 1 per unit. This was done in order to prevent the feat, which can be caused by the constant
promotion of units, to the point that every second military asset in one player will depart as meaningless. This is a bit softened by a military asset that can be obtained from Earth during search and rescue on a galaxy map, but the value is much lower and covers most of the N7 character classes in the game. Old Save bonus: Aside from existing save bonuses
from the base game, mod adds new variables that affect the success or failure of quests Galaxy. Depending on whether you imported save from 2, you can get all the weapons that you had in game back, along with a few elements of the cockpit if you purchased them (including Shepard's N7 helmet, Mako and Hammerhead models and Prothean Sphere).
The success of the Minuteman Station mission depends on aspects of all three games, including whether you helped or interfered with Cerberus in various missions throughout the series and made certain updates. If you have savefile routed through previous games with all krogan missions completed in the most appropriate way (Wrex and Grunt alive, Max
Thresher Maws killed in the first game, Maelon is spared) and a full priority: Tuchanka by treating genophage, Wrex will send over tomka he used during the mission as a gesture of friendship, and he can be shown in Shuttle Bay. Optional member: Any former teammate who is not part of the lineup in the vanilla game can become so, provided that the player
has fulfilled his personal mission in 3. Rex, Zaid, Samara, Jack, Jacob, Kasumi, Grant and Miranda can be credited as specialists without showing crew members who can be deployed in certain missions. The EGM Squadmate is expanding the list of possible missions they can be involved in. In the Priority Earth Overhaul Mod, several former teammates will
join Shepard's party as temporary companions for the Hammer Attack on The Condot if they survive the final mission, including zaid, Jacob, Grunt and/or Kirrah. Pirates who do nothing: Played with. Specialists you can dial in Normandy each have their own specific crew bonus, and some of them (including additional doctors in med bay and engineers) can
see either treating patients who are sick or analyzing the components of Normandy. However, the extra Alliance soldiers you recruit (as part of Squad Strength Mechanic) would seem to do nothing but stand around and lounge and greet you when you walk past them in Shuttle Bay for maximum strength. Despite the Squad Strength tab that the largest
number of soldiers is in Normandy to protect it from enemy attack, such action never happens. Stas: It turned out that James has a copy of Fornax. Taking this log will result in it displaying in your room, and viewing it enough times will cause EDI to send you a message informing you that it has ordered a year of subscription. Entering Band Back Together:
Any of the ME2 squadmates can be this, since up to two can be recruited and used as specialists through use on numerous missions in the game with the mod set. Miranda Maude returns the titular agent Cerberus as a permanent member of the squad, post-Horizon, if she remains alive through this mission. Race vs. Clock: Some of the new jobs have this
mechanic. N7 Extractions asks you to save the group N7 Special Op Op (essentially multiplayer units that have already been upgraded without the player's help) from Earth. Trying any scanning in a local cluster causes the alarm horde to sound, Reaper makes a rush at you from all sides and EDI repeatedly telling you to get the hell out of there. Below is a
rush to retrieve the soldiers and escape to the massive baton before you are destroyed. Evacuate Thessia, where you have to rush between the planet and different fleets, prioritizes civilian/evacuation units all the time, while the Reapers get faster and faster and loss of fleet mountain. As stated in the official frequently asked questions for fashion, you can't
save everyone. Rainbow Pimp Gear: Featuring a new mix-and-match armor system, you can have Shepard wearing armor pieces that are wildly preposterous, like thin breast plates mixed with bulky heavy leg parts or vice versa. You could presumably mix pieces of four or five different sets of armor if you want. Sadistic choice: Evacuation of Psi. The readme
for fashion says that you can't save everyone. You will have to prioritize who you want to keep, and while it may be easy to choose orphans and civilians first, they are not so valuable in terms of military assets. In addition, the full fleet's operation prompts reports of pop-ups between rounds of Alliance crew members having climbed for help on the radio, and



their ships are torn apart through the Reapers. Task veterans against criminals. Both Garrus and Aria send you separate letters asking you to rescue a group of stranded people (Turkish soldiers (including Sidonis) or a group of high-level mercenaries. because it eliminates everything and plans to escape the galaxy to parts of the unknown before the
Reapers destroy everything. Shooting Gallery: The shooting range can be bought for Shuttle Bay through the terminal on the engineering deck, and displays targets similar to the range created in the Spectre Requisition office aboard the Citadel. that either improves your weapon or shot to the head damage. As the plot continues, the squadmates the player
recruited will stand in a stall and comment on the player's performance (including guest-party members like Wrex). Sidequest Sidestory: Miranda Maude adds a number of missions available through the terminal (similar to shadow broker's lair of 2) that revolves around Miranda leading a group of cerberus defectors, including Randall Ezno and - depending on
your choice in the first game - one of the from the origin of Shepard's exclusive side mission. The terminal will give you mission reports, with different results (and permanent death for some of her squad) depending on how it is completed. Spectre Expansion Mod adds a backstory called Ghosts of Antilin (referring to the secondary race in the ME universe),
which is played out through journal entries, and should be available in the STG laboratory on Sur'Kesh. Sleep Cute: Mod adds a cabin invite system similar to the end of the previous game, where you can invite your love interest to snuggle up on a bed or couch together. If you're an romanced Liara, there's even a special contextual request in her office to lie
together on the bed, complete with a short reprise of Reflections from the soundtrack of the latest game. Static role, exchangeable character: the mechanics of the Normandy Manifesto gameplay. You can assign characters for specific roles on the ship, and assigning certain people to certain positions will net unique crew bonuses and emails. For example,
Dr. Chakwas's appointment back to Normandy Med Bay will net you an email where she gives you a list of preferred candidates to join and help on the ship, and these additional professionals will give minor health or power damage bonuses. Choosing Tali to become Chief Engineer over Adams will help you have more engineering professionals to choose
from, including one that depends on the side mission of the 2. Castle Assault: Minuteman Station. How successful the Alliance Marines are depends on the player's actions in all three games, and whether EDI will help. Take this!: One option in Morlan's hidden store terminal is the ability to buy a set of targets for the shooting range that have the Electronic
Arts logo. Time Mission: A few new assignments go on a short timer that starts as soon as you read a related email, alerting you to it. Failure to save the stranded sides on the galaxy map will cause them to disappear forever. Trial and error gameplay: Evacuate Thessia. Players unfamiliar with the mod are more likely to be confused with the setup and not
understand the format that makes you fly quickly from the planet, scan nearby ships and fleets and moorings in the nearest one that registers the signal). Even beyond that, it's impossible to know which rescued refugees/units are worth the most, and there are a few variables at work - namely, whether you chose to commit only to Normandy, a single fleet or a
full fleet at a previous meeting with Achemrn and Mihajlovic. Unexpected gameplay changes: Evacuation Thessia, which is essentially a space battle (for several rounds, depending on your choice), which plays entirely on the Galaxy map. It makes you scan several times and fly back and forth between said planets and different fleets while avoiding reapers
who get and more aggressive as time passes. Both Miranda Maude and Spectre Expansion Mod tai-in do this in the form of a text adventure that can either reward or hinder the player based on their choices, thus similar to the expeditions found in Pinnacle Station and the shadow broker DLCs' lair from previous games. Virtual Paper Doll: Mod itself does this
with a modular mix-and-match armor system that allows for many different and unique combinations. In addition, several sets of armor and accessories are added, including the Rangefinder No-4 (essentially a monocle that improves weapon damage for Shepard) and a MOHLE backpack (most that has its own customizable light color). The EGM Squadmate
Pack adds additional variations of armor for all returning squad mates who can now be taken on missions, as well as an alternative look at Tali, which has its hood down. Alliance Warpack adds a set of new armor for Virmire Survivor, as well as an additional look for EDI (black heavy combat armor) and James (prototype multi-camera armor GARMR). Later
versions of the mod allow the player to customize the casual clothing of squadmates aboard the Normandy, allowing them to wear any armor unlocked by DLC packages or collector's edition. The same versions also add a hidden quest to find EDI in Synth Skin armor (the same outfit used by Dr. Eva during Priority: Mars). Voice: The player may try to interact
with Tazzik in the cargo hold if the Shadow Broker Wet Squad is saved, but the hint does nothing and he just keeps looking at you. Gun Wall: Shuttle Bay is updated to show an arsenal that automatically updates and displays all the weapons you've assembled in the game. While assault rifles are freely displayed on the wall, pistols are locked outside the
window, which can only be opened by the player. Wham Episode: Evacuation Of Thessia. It begins with Shepard being summoned to a conference where the two Alliance admirals will discuss the pros and cons of deciding whether to take up a mission to rescue civilians and military equipment, with Shepard deciding how many Alliance fleets to send. It ends
with an unexpected change in gameplay that involves a player flying to and from Normandy in a desperate attempt to salvage said assets, all while Reapers get faster and faster, and text reports detailing the damage to Alliance forces. Depending on your performance, you can spoil the subsequent appointment so badly that numerous employees and ships
are condemned in favor of several assets that you have retained, with round reports describing in vivid detail how Reapers destroy fleets. With this herring: averted. If you import save from 2, you'll get all your weapons from this game back chest, which appears in Shuttle Bay, with an explanation that the crew kept them in in case you are released from the
Alliance prison. Broken weapon: upside down. Kai Leng's broken sword can be collected from EDI in Normandy shortly before the final mission and serves as a decoration in Shepard's cabin. You Bastard!: Diane Alers will call Shepard this verbatim in an email if the player decides to lie to the Beckenstein government and force a contract with them to
produce weapons for the Alliance at the beginning of the game. Game. mass effect 3 expanded galaxy mod guide
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